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Abstract: Linked faults are very important for memory
testing because they reduce the fault coverage of the tests.
Their analysis has proven to be a source for new memory
tests, characterized by an increased fault coverage for a
given test time. This paper presents an analysis of linked
faults, based on the concept of fault primitives, such that
the whole space of linked faults is investigated, accounted
for and validated. The paper also introduces a systematic
way to develop tests for such faults.
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1 Introduction

Depending on the way memory faults manifest themselves,
they can be divided into simple faults and linked faults.

Simple faults: These are faults that cannot influence the
behavior of each other. This means that the behavior of a
simple fault cannot change the behavior of another one, and
therefore masking cannot occur.

Linked faults: These are faults that do influence the be-
havior of each other. This means that the behavior of a cer-
tain fault can change the behavior of another one such that
masking can occur [8]. Note that linked faults consist of two
or more simple faults. Due to masking, testing for linked
faults is more complicated than testing for simple faults.

Theoretically, linked faults may take place in any mem-
ory containing multiple interacting faults, but since it is very
complex to analyze linked faults, many memory tests are
designed under the assumption that linked faults do not take
place.

Practically, the importance of linked faults has been val-
idated experimentally by [10], which describes the results
of testing 800 DRAM chips with different march tests. In
this study, a march test called March LA, designed specifi-
cally for detecting linked faults, had a higher fault coverage
than other march tests. However, March LA was designed
based only on the fault models which were known at that
time. Experimental work, based on the injection of resistive
defects in the electrical design of SRAMs [2, 4, 5, 6], and
of DRAMs [3], has shown the existence of several new fault
models.

This paper gives a precise definition of linked faults,
based on the concept of fault primitives. In addition, it es-
tablishes the space of all possible linked faults and intro-
duces a systematic way to design tests for such faults. The
paper also gives a real example to show that linked faults
take place practically.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
simple faults which will be used for modeling linked faults.
Section 3 introduces the concept of linked faults, while Sec-
tion 4 establishes the space of linked faults and validates it.
Section 5 develops test design methodology, and Section 6
ends with the conclusions.

2 Simple faults

This section starts with a description of the concept of fault
primitives, which is then used to define the two most impor-
tant types of simple faults: single-cell faults and two-cell
faults (i.e., two-coupling faults) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].

2.1 Concept of fault primitives

In order to specify a certain fault, one has to specify the
sensitizing operation sequence (�), the corresponding faulty
behavior (� ) which is the observed memory behavior that
deviates from the expected one, and the value read (�) from
the faulty cell. The combination of �, � and � for a given
memory fail is called a fault primitive (FP) [9], and is de-
noted as �������.

The concept of FPs allows for establishing a complete
framework of all memory faults, since for all allowed oper-
ation sequences, one can derive all possible types of faulty
behavior. In addition, it makes it possible to give a precise
definition of a functional fault model (FFM) [9]: a func-
tional fault model is a non-empty set of fault primitives.

2.2 Single-cell simple faults

We start by a description of the FP notation to be used here,
followed by a listing of the possible single-cell FPs.
������� (or ��������): denotes an FP involving

a single-cell. The fault appears in the same cell (� or victim
cell) where the sensitizing operation is performed.
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� describes the value/operation sensitizing the fault; � �
��� �� ���, ���� ���, ���� ���� ����, where � (�) denotes
a zero (one) value, ��� (���) denotes a write 0 (1) opera-
tion to a cell which contains a 0 (1), ��� (���) denotes an
up (down) transition write operation, and ��� (���) denotes
a read 0 (1) operation from a cell containing 0 (1).

� describes the value of the faulty victim cell (v-cell)
due to a certain sensitizing operation; � � ��� ��.

� describes the logical value which appears at the output
of the memory if the sensitizing operation applied to the v-
cell is a read operation; � � ��� ����. A ’�’ in � means
that the output data is not applicable, as it is for example the
case if � � ���, where no data is expected to appear at the
memory output, and therefore � is replaced by a ’�’.

Given all possible values of �, � , and� for single-cell sim-
ple faults, it is possible to list all detectable FPs using the
notation �������. There are 12 possible FPs [9], com-
piled into a set of six functional fault models (FFMs) as
listed in Table 1.
1. State Fault (SF): A cell is said to have a state fault if
the logic value of the cell flips before it is accessed, even if
no operation is performed on it. This fault is special in the
sense that no operation is needed to sensitize it and, there-
fore, it only depends on the initial stored value in the cell.
The SF consists of two FPs: ������� and �������.
2. Transition Fault (TF).
3. Write Destructive Faults (WDF).
4. Read Destructive Fault (RDF) [2].
5. Deceptive Read Destructive Fault (DRDF) [2].
6. Incorrect Read Fault (IRF).

Table 1. List of single-cell simple FFMs
# FFM FP FP description

1 SF SF� �������
SF� �������

2 TF TF� ���������
TF� ���������

3 WDF WDF� ���������
WDF� ���������

4 RDF RDF� ���������
RDF� ���������

5 DRDF DRDF� ���������
DRDF� ���������

6 IRF IRF� ���������
IRF� ���������

2.3 Two-cell simple faults

Two-cell simple faults consist of FPs sensitized by per-
forming at most one operation while considering the ef-
fect two different cells have on each other. Such FPs can
be presented as ������� = ��������������, where
�� and �� are the sequences performed on the aggres-
sor (a-cell) and the v-cell, respectively. The a-cell is the

cell to which the sensitizing operation (or state) should be
applied in order to sensitize the fault, while the v-cell is
the cell where the fault appears. Note that in the notation
��������������, if �� is an operation, then S� should
be a state; while if �� is a state, then �� can be a state or
an operation. ��, �� � ��� �� ���, ���� ���, ���� ��� ���.
As an example, �������������� = ����� ���������

means that applying a 0w1 operation to the a-cell (�� �

���) causes the v-cell to flip from 0 to 1 (�� � � and
� � �), and since the output data is not applicable, � is
replaced with ‘�’. There are 36 possible two-cell FPs [9],
compiled into seven FFMs listed in Table 2.
1. State coupling fault (CFst): The v-cell is forced into a
given logic state only if the a-cell is in a given state, without
performing any operation on the v-cell or on the a-cell. For
example, ��� ������: the v-cell will be forced to 1 if the
a-cell is in the state 0.
2. Disturb coupling fault (CFds): The CFds consists of 12
FPs, where an operation (read, transition or non-transition
write) performed on the a-cell causes the v-cell to flip. Ex-
amples of CFds include CFds����� = �	�
� ������ and
CFds����� = �	�	� ����� where 	� 
 � ��� ��, � denotes
a write operation, and � denotes a read operation.
3. Transition coupling fault (CFtr).
4. Write Destructive coupling fault (CFwd).
5. Read Destructive coupling fault (CFrd).
6. Deceptive Read Destructive coupling fault (CFdr).
7. Incorrect Read coupling fault (CFir).

Table 2. List of two-cell simple FFMs (�� � � ��� ��)
# FFM FP FP description

1 CFst CFst��� ��� ������, ��� ������
CFst��� ��� ������, ��� ������

2 CFds CFds����� ����� ������
CFds����� ����� ������
CFds����� ����� ������, ����� ������
CFds����� ����� ������, ����� ������

3 CFtr CFtr��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������
CFtr��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������

4 CFwd CFwd��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������
CFwd��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������

5 CFrd CFrd��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������
CFrd��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������

6 CFdr CFdr��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������
CFdr��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������

7 CFir CFir��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������
CFir��� ��� ��������, ��� ��������

3 Concept of linked faults

Let LF= FP� � FP� denote the Linked fault LF, which con-
sists of FP� linked to FP�. The sensitizing operation se-
quence (S�) of FP� is applied first, which sensitizes a fault
in the v-cell. Next S� of FP� is applied, which also sensi-
tizes a fault in the same v-cell, but with a fault effect oppo-
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site to that of S�. The net result is that the fault effect of FP�
masks the fault effect of FP�. In order to clarify the idea of
linked faults (LFs), this section starts with two examples,
followed by the definition of LFs, which will be used to de-
rive their total space.

3.1 Understanding linked faults

Example 1: Consider LF� = FP� � FP� shown in
Figure 1, where FP� = ��� �������� and FP� =
����� ������; note that FP� represents a FP of CFtr and
FP� a FP of CFds (see Table 2). Assume that the addresses
of the a-cells C�� and C�� and the v-cell C� have the fol-
lowing relationship: � � �� � ��. Then, MATS+ test [1]:
������� ����� ���� ����� ���� cannot detect LF�. This
can be explained as follows: the first march element M�

(i.e., �����) sets all cells to 0. Next, when M� is applied to
C� it fails to set a 1 in that cell, because of FP�. When M�

is applied to C��, a 1 is written into C��, but also in C� be-
cause of FP�. Next, M� will not detect the fault because C�

contains a 1 (i.e., the fault effects mask each other). Note
that if FP� is sensitized first, then FP� will not be able to
mask the fault effect of FP�. This shows that FP� � FP�
does not imply that FP� � FP� (i.e., the linked to relation-
ship is not commutative).

2

FP  = <0; 0w1/0/−>1

Ca1

FP  = <0w1; 0/1/−>

CvCa2

Figure 1. LF� = FP�� FP�

Example 2: The reader can easily verify that the LF�
shown in Figure 2 (where �� � �� � �) cannot be detected
with the well-known March C- test [7]: ������; ����� ���;
����� ���; ����� ���; ����� ��); ������. Thus, even com-
monly used memory tests do not detect linked faults.

2

FP  = <0w1; 0/1/−>1

Ca1

FP  = <0w1; 1/0/−>

CvCa2

Figure 2. LF� = FP�� FP�

3.2 Definition of linked faults

In practice, the vast majority of observed FPs are either
two-cell FPs or single-cell FPs [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Next, a def-
inition of LFs, based on single-cell and two-cell FPs, will
be given. If we assume that the faulty behavior of a mem-
ory contains two FPs that share the same v-cell, then FP� =
����	��
�� is said to be linked to FP� = ����	��
��
(denoted as FP� � FP�) if the following three conditions
are satisfied.

1. Read operations of FP� and FP� do not detect a fault.
This condition guarantees that both FP� and FP� are not
detectable (by read operations that S� or S� may consist of).
This is because if one of the FPs is detected, then it will
make no sense to talk about linked faults, since the fault is
already detected. For example, RDF� = ��������� (see
Table 1) cannot be linked to any other FP since this fault is
immediately detected on the output.
2. FP� masks FP�. This means that 	� = 	�. This condi-
tion ensures that the faulty behavior of FP� hides the faulty
behavior sensitized by FP� by masking it. In the example
of Figure 2, sensitizing FP� by performing �� � ��� then
sensitizing FP� by performing �� � ��� results in setting
C� to 	� = 1 first, and then to 	� = 	� = 0, thereby masking
the faulty behavior.
3. FP� is compatible with FP�. This condition applies
only in the case that the cell to which S� of the FP� should
be applied, is the same cell as the a-cell or the v-cell of
FP�. In that case, the final state of the a-cell (or of the v-
cell) after performing S�, should be the same as the initial
state required by S� of FP�. Condition 3 ensures that FP�
can be sensitized after sensitizing FP�. For example, FP� =
��������� cannot be sensitized after FP� =���������,
since after FP� the state of the v-cell is a faulty 0 which does
not allow performing ��� to sensitize FP�.

4 Space of linked faults

This section starts with a classification of LFs, followed by
enumerating the LFs in each class.

4.1 Classification of linked faults

State faults (SF) and state coupling faults (CFst) are faults
sensitized by sates only (i.e., no operation is required by
their �s). An analysis of the behavior of these faults reveals
that they cannot be linked, because they are dominant [11].
Therefore, they are not further considered in this paper.

Since we consider FPs involving either one or two cells,
LFs in this paper can involve at most three cells. Figure
3 shows the three classes of the LFs. Because the “linked
relationship” is not commutative, the classification takes the
order in which the two FPs are sensitized into consideration.

 LF2  LF2aa av

LF1

  LF2va

FP1 FP2

FP2

FP2FP1
FP1

FP1
FP2

LF2

LFs

FP2FP1

  LF3

vC vCCv Ca Cv Ca Ca C Ca1
Ca2v

Figure 3. Classification of linked faults
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Table 3. Space of single-cell linked faults
FP�

FP� TF� TF� WDF� WDF� RDF� RDF� IRF� IRF� DRDF� DRDF�

TF�: ��������� � � � L� � L� � � � D
TF�: ��������� � � L� � L� � � � D �

WDF�: ��������� � � � L� � L� � � � D
WDF�: ��������� � � L� � L� � � � D �

RDF�: ��������� D D D D D D D D D D
RDF�: ��������� D D D D D D D D D D
IRF� : ��������� D D D D D D D D D D
IRF� : ��������� D D D D D D D D D D
DRDF�: ��������� � � � L	 � L�� � � � D
DRDF�: ��������� � � L�� � L�� � � � D �

1. LFs involving a single cell (LF1s): These are based on
a combination of two single-cell FPs. Both FPs involved
in the linked fault have the same a-cell as well as the same
v-cell.
2. LFs involving two cells (LF2s): These are based on a
combination of two two-cell FPs or on a combination of a
single-cell FP and a two-cell FPs. They are therefore di-
vided into three types:

(a) LF2��: This LF is based on a combination of two two-
cell FPs; both FPs have the same a-cell as well as the
same v-cell. Each of the FPs forming LF2�� can be
any of the FPs in Table 2.

(b) LF2��: This LF is based on a combination of one two-
cell FP� and one single-cell FP�, where the two-cell
FP is sensitized first. FP� can be any FP in Table 2,
while FP� can be any FP in Table 1.

(c) LF2��: This LF is similar to LF2��, but here the
single-cell FP should be sensitized first, followed by
the two-cell FP. For these faults, test development is
done in a different way than for LF2��.

3. LFs involving three cells (LF3s): These are based on a
combination of two two-cell FPs with different a-cells, but
the same v-cell.

In the remainder of this section, the domain of LF1s,
LF2s and LF3s is presented.

4.2 Single-cell linked faults

Table 3 shows all single-cell FPs (see also Table 1) and the
way they may be linked (i.e., whether FP�� FP�), with the
exception of state faults, since they are not considered. The
FPs are listed both horizontally (FP�) and vertically (FP�),
and each combination of FP� and FP� is given an entry in
the table, indicating whether FP� can (or cannot) be linked
to FP�. There are four different entries used in the table, as
explained next:

1. D: Condition 1 in the definition of linked faults is not
satisfied (i.e., FP� or FP� is detected).

2. �: Condition 2 is not satisfied (no masking).

3. �: Condition 3 is not satisfied (no compatibility).

4. L�: FP� can be linked to FP� since all conditions in
the definition of linked faults are satisfied.

The verification of FP�� FP� is done in such a way that
the most intuitive condition to verify is checked first. If that
condition is not satisfied, then it is listed in the correspond-
ing entry in the table, irrespective of other conditions. For
example, when FPs are sensitized by a read operation, Con-
dition 1 regarding detection is checked first. Note that the
entries in Table 3 are not symmetrical with respect to the
diagonal since the “linked to” relationship is not commuta-
tive. Table 3 shows that there are 12 LF1s, all of which are
listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Instances of single-cell linked faults
# LF1 # LF1

L� TF� �WDF� L� TF� � RDF�
L� TF� �WDF� L� TF� � RDF�
L� WDF� �WDF� L� WDF� � RDF�
L� WDF� �WDF� L� WDF� � RDF�
L	 DRDF� �WDF� L�� DRDF� � RDF�
L�� DRDF� �WDF� L�� DRDF� � RDF�

4.3 Two-cell linked faults

Two-cell linked faults (LF2s) have been divided into three
types (see Figure 3). The space of each type has been an-
alyzed in a similar way as for LF1s, and the results show
that:

1. There are 24 possible LF2�� faults given in Table 5.
In the table, a compact notation is used for FPs (see
Table 2). Note that L� and L� require �� � �� since
they have to satisfy the compatibility condition. For
example, CFds����	��� � CFds����	��� requires that
�� � �� (i.e, the final state of the a-cell after perform-
ing ������ should be the same as the initial state re-
quired by ������), where �� � � ��� �� and ��, ��

can be read or write operation.

2. There are 16 LF2�� faults given in Table 6. An LF2��
is based on a combination of one two-cell FP� and one
single-cell FP�.
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Table 5. Instances of LF2�� faults
# LF2�� (FP��CFds) # LF2�� (FP��CFwd) # LF2�� (FP��CFrd)

L� CFds�������� � CFds�������� L� CFds����� � CFwd��� L�� CFds����� � CFrd���
L� CFds�������� � CFds�������� L�� CFds����� � CFwd��� L�� CFds����� � CFrd���
L� CFtr��� � CFds����� L�� CFtr��� � CFwd��� L�� CFtr��� � CFrd���
L� CFtr��� � CFds����� L�� CFtr��� � CFwd��� L�� CFtr��� � CFrd���
L	 CFwd��� � CFds����� L�� CFwd��� � CFwd��� L�� CFwd��� � CFrd���
L
 CFwd��� � CFds����� L�� CFwd��� � CFwd��� L�� CFwd��� � CFrd���
L� CFdr��� � CFds����� L�	 CFdr��� � CFwd��� L�� CFdr��� � CFrd���
L� CFdr��� � CFds����� L�
 CFdr��� � CFwd��� L�� CFdr��� � CFrd���

Table 6. Instances of LF2�� faults
# LF2�� (FP��WDF) # LF2�� (FP��RDF)

L� CFds����� �WDF� L� CFds����� � RDF�
L� CFds����� �WDF� L�� CFds����� � RDF�
L� CFtr��� �WDF� L�� CFtr��� � RDF�
L� CFtr��� �WDF� L�� CFtr��� � RDF�
L	 CFwd��� �WDF� L�� CFwd��� � RDF�
L
 CFwd��� �WDF� L�� CFwd��� � RDF�
L� CFdr��� �WDF� L�	 CFdr��� � RDF�
L� CFdr��� �WDF� L�
 CFdr��� � RDF�

3. There are 18 LF2�� faults given in Table 7. An LF2��
is based on a combination of one single-cell FP� and
one two-cell FP�.

Table 7. Instances of LF2�� faults
LF2�� (TF�FP�)

LF� TF� � CFds����� LF� TF� � CFds�����
LF� TF� � CFwd��� LF	 TF� � CFwd���
LF� TF� � CFrd��� LF
 TF� � CFrd���

LF2�� (WDF�FP�)
LF� WDF� � CFds����� LF�� WDF� � CFds�����
LF� WDF� � CFwd��� LF�� WDF� � CFwd���
LF� WDF� � CFrd��� LF�� WDF� � CFrd���

LF2�� (DRDF�FP�)
LF�� DRDF� � CFds����� LF�
 DRDF� � CFds�����
LF�� DRDF� � CFwd��� LF�� DRDF� � CFwd���
LF�	 DRDF� � CFrd��� LF�� DRDF� � CFrd���

4.4 Three-cell linked faults

Three-cell linked faults describe linking two two-cell FPs
with different a-cells and the same v-cell (see Figure 3). The
instances of this class of linked faults are exactly the same as
those for two-cell LF2�� (see Table 5). The only difference
is that the compatibility condition does not apply for LF3s
since both a-cells are different. For example, CFds����� can
be linked to CFds����� if LF3 is considered but not if LF2��
is considered.

4.5 Validation of linked faults

In the literature [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], all possible resistive defects of
the memory cell array for SRAMs and DRAMs have been
inserted and simulated at the electrical level using real de-
signs, where only a single defect is inserted and simulated at

a time. The electrical faults observed have been described as
FPs. All FPs considered for LFs in the previous section have
been shown to exist. If only one defect at a time is consid-
ered, LFs can only take place in case a single defect causes
two different FPs with the opposite fault effect. Simulation
shows that there are no such LFs for SRAMs, while these
are very limited for DRAMs [3, 4, 5, 6]. Since LFs are based
on a combination of two FPs, the analysis of such faults has
to consider two defects at a time. Each defect can then sen-
sitize a FP which has an opposite fault effect with respect
to the other one, such that masking may take place. Note
that the concept of linked faults involves only two faults at
a time (see definition in Section 3), which means when three
or more faults are present, only two of them can be linked
at a time. In other words, no matter how many defects are
present in the memory, the linked fault analysis presented in
this paper can detect them. Next, an example is presented
based on defect injection and simulation where a defective
circuit shows linked faulty behavior.
Example of LF1: An LF1 example, TF� �RDF�, is shown
in Figure 4 for SRAMs. The resistive defect D1 causes
TF� ����������, while the resistive defect D2 causes
RDF� ���������� in case the resistance of the two de-
fects belong to certain ranges [2, 5]. If now the following
sequence ‘w1, w0, r0’ is applied to the cell, then the down
transition write operation (1w0) will fail, and will be fol-
lowed by a read operation (�). The linked fault TF� �RDF�

will result. The linking process starts by performing ��� on
a cell, which fails to set the cell to 0. Then, performing the
read operation fails to read the faulty 1 in the cell, sets the
cell to 0 and results in 0 on the output. Although each of
the individual operations ��� and �� results internally in a
fault, performing both operations as an external sequence
does not result in any fault in the memory. Therefore, a
proper test for this faulty behavior should sensitize and de-
tect only one of the two faults, without sensitizing the other.
Such a test is described in the next section.

5 Test design for linked faults

This section shows first that the traditional tests do not nec-
essary cover LFs. Thereafter, it introduces a methodology
to be used in order to design tests for LFs. Due to the lack of
space in this paper, only LF1s are treated here (see Table 4).
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Figure 4. Defects causing TF�� RDF�

5.1 Fault coverage of traditional tests

Table 8 summarizes the fault coverage (FC) of the most
known traditional tests for LFs. The table shows for ex-
ample that March C- detects 8 of 12 LF1 faults of Table 4,
10 of 24 LF2�� faults of Table 5, 11 of 16 LF2�� faults
of Table 6, 9 of 18 LF2�� faults of Table 7, and 10 of 24
LF3 faults. The table clearly shows that the traditional tests
designed for simple faults do not cover all LFs. The best
test achieving the highest FC for LFs are March SR and
PMOVI.

Table 8. Linked fault coverage for traditional tests
Tests LF1 LF2�� LF2�� LF2�� LF3 FC

Scan 8/12 4/24 8/16 3/18 4/24 27/94
MATS+ 8/12 0/24 8/16 1/18 0/24 17/94
MATS++ 10/12 0/24 8/16 4/18 0/24 22/94
March C- 10/12 10/24 11/16 9/18 10/24 50/94
PMOVI 10/12 15/24 11/16 12/18 15/24 63/94
March SR 10/12 16/24 13/16 15/18 18/24 72/94
March G 10/12 9/24 10/16 13/18 9/24 51/94
Walk 1/0 8/12 12/24 9/16 10/18 12/24 51/94
Galpat 10/12 13/24 9/16 14/18 13/24 59/94

5.2 Tests for single-cell linked faults

This section discusses systematically designing a test for
LF1s. First, the needed detection conditions for LF1s are
presented, and then they are compiled into a march test.

5.2.1 Detection conditions

Detection condition for LF1=FP��FP� faults are given
based on the idea that any LF1 is detectable when at least
one of the FPs forming LF1 can be sensitized and detected
in isolation (i.e., without allowing the other FP to mask the
fault).

A. Detection condition for FP��WDF�

The LF1, FP��WDF�, where FP�� �TF�, WDF�,
DRDF�� (i.e., L�, L� and L� of Table 4) are detectable
if the WDF� is sensitized and detected in isolation. That
is, any test detecting WDF� in isolation (if possible), will
detect L�, L� and L�.

For simple WDF� ����������, one can easily de-
velop the detection condition a test has to satisfy in order
to detect this fault. The fault is detectable by a march test
that contains the four march elements: ������ ���; �����;
�����; ����� ����, which can be merged into one, two, or
three elements.

The fault is first sensitized by applying a non-transition
‘w1’ operation (i.e., applying a ‘w1’ to the cell which con-
tains 1). The ‘�’ denotes any operation, and ‘��’ guar-
antees that the content of the accessed cell is 0 before the
first ‘w1’ operation is applied, such that the first write oper-
ation will be an up transition and the second ‘w1’ operation
will be a non-transition ‘w1’ operation which is required to
sensitize the fault. The fault will be then detected by ‘r1’
operation, which will return a wrong value 0 rather than the
expected value 1. In the absence of ‘��’, the fault may not
be detected. E.g., if before performing the first ‘w1’ opera-
tion, the content of the cell was 1, then the first ‘w1’ will be
an non-transition write operation and therefore will cause
the cell to flip to 0 due to WDF� ����������, while
the second ‘w1’ will be an up transition write and will put
the correct 1 in the cell. The ‘r1’ will then return a correct
value, and the fault is therefore not detected.

For linked WDF�, however, the above condition is not
sufficient due to the masking. The ‘��’ in the condition
can be:

1. A transition write operation (1w0): this can sensitize a
TF� that can be linked to WDF� (see Table 4). Mask-
ing will take place and the fault will be not detected.

2. A non-transition write operation (0w0): this can sen-
sitize a WDF� that can be linked to WDF�. Masking
will take place and the fault will be not detected.

3. A read operation (0r0): this can sensitize a DRDF�
that can be linked to WDF�. The fault will be then not
detected due to the masking.

By allowing ‘��’ to be ‘��’, the TF� �WDF� and
the WDF� �WDF� will be detected by detecting WDF�
in isolation and using the same test condition as above,
since ‘��’ will not sensitize TF� neither WDF�. However,
DRDF� �WDF� will be not detected since the ‘��’ can
sensitize a DRDF� that can be linked to WDF�. Adding
an extra ‘��’ after ������ ��� will detect DRDF� �WDF�
by detecting the DRDF� in isolation. Therefore, in order
to detect all FP��WDF�, where FP�� �TF�, WDF�,
DRDF��, the following condition is needed.

Condition lWDF� (� in lWDF stands for linked): Any
FP��WDF�, where FP�� �TF�, WDF�, DRDF��, is de-
tectable by a march test that contains the following five
march elements in the given order:
������ ���; �����; �����; �����; ����� ����.
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The five march elements can be merged into one, two,
three or four march elements.

The DRDF� �WDF� is detected by detecting DRDF�,
which is sensitized by the first march element (i.e.,
������ ���), and detected by the second march element. The
TF� �WDF� and the WDF� �WDF� are detected by de-
tecting WDF�, which is sensitized by the third followed by
the fourth march element, and detected by the fifth one.

B. Detection condition for FP��RDF�

The LF1s, FP��RDF�, where FP�� �TF�, WDF�,
DRDF�� (i.e., L�, L� and L��) are detectable if the RDF�
is sensitized and detected in isolation.

Condition lRDF�: The RDF� is detectable in isolation
by a march test if the test contains the march element:
������ ��� ����. Applying a ‘r1’ operation will flip the cell
to 0 and return the incorrect value 0.

Any operation performed before the ‘r1’ operation of
������ ��� ���� can be a ‘r1’, a transition ‘w1’ operation
(‘0w1’), or a non-transition write operation (‘1w1’). By in-
specting FP� in FP��RDF� (see Table 4), one can see that
there is no FP that can be linked to RDF�, and sensitized by
‘1r1’, ‘0w1’, or ‘1w1’. Therefore there is no possible mask-
ing, and ������ ��� ���� will detect all FP��RDF� of Table 4.

C. Detection condition for all LF1s
In a similar way as above, detection conditions for FPs

linked to WDF� and to RDF� (see Table 4) have been de-
veloped . All these detection conditions have been merged
into the following condition:
Condition LF1: Any LF1 of Table 4 is detectable by a march
test which contains the five march elements of Case A and
the five march elements of Case B. The ten march elements
can be merged into one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,
eight or nine elements.

� Case A: to detect L�, L�, L�, L� , L� and L��

������ ���; �����; �����; �����; ����� ����

� Case B: to detect L�, L�, L�, L	 , L�� and L��

������ ���; �����; �����; �����; ����� ����

5.2.2 Test for single-cell linked faults

The test detecting all LF1s is shown in Figure 5, and re-
ferred as March LF1. It has a test length of ��� (� is the size
of the memory), including the initialization. It can be veri-
fied easily that the test satisfies Condition LF1: the second
march element (i.e., M�) of the test contains the five march
elements of Case A, while M� contains the five march ele-
ments of Case B. Note that the first read operation of M� can
be removed without having any impact on the fault coverage

of the test. M� will then contain the first march element of
Case B, and M� will contain the other four march elements
of Case B. However, the symmetrical structure of the test
is desirable because it facilitates its implementation. Note
also that the three march elements of the test can be merged
into one or two elements.

� �����
��

� ����� ��� ��� ��� ���
��

� ����� ��� ��� ��� ���
��

�

Figure 5. March LF1

6 Conclusions
In this paper, a complete analysis of linked faults in RAMs
has been presented based on the concept of fault primitives.
A precise definition of LFs was introduced and used to es-
tablish the whole space of LFs. It has been shown that tra-
ditional tests designed for simple faults do not necessarily
cover LFs. In addition, a methodology to design the ap-
propriate LF tests was introduced, where detection condi-
tions are first developed, and then compiled into tests. This
methodology has been applied to derive the March LF1 test
that detects all single-cell linked faults. It is interesting
to note that the concept of linked faults involves only two
faults at a time, which means when three or more faults
are present, only two of them can be linked at a time. In
other words, no matter how many defects are present in the
memory, the linked fault analysis presented in this paper can
detect them.
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